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What is the school of your dreams like?

This is a question every child would like to answer. Kids have endless ideas about what schools should be like, no homework, no exams, no punishment. And the kid who complains the most about his or her school is still a lucky one. Luckier than the millions who are not in school at all. 

These millions figure sometimes as statistics in the dismal reports that more than half of India’s teenagers are out of school. But mostly, they are hidden from view. Many are working as child workers, or as unpaid family workers, quietly labouring away towards adulthood. We know a lot about what schooling does for girls. An educated woman has fewer children. Her children will be healthier and will survive infancy more often. Maybe, she will seek paid work. She will ensure that her own kids go to school - and stay there. But what does being out of school mean to her - not in the distant future, but now, while she is still a child?

A girl’s whole life changes when she leaves school. She loses touch with her friends; suddenly she becomes too old to play, and old enough to do some serious housework. There is no more any reason to go out of the house, except for chores. And soon the only people she knows are either relatives or neighbours. And they get together only for formal business, like marriages or festivals, never just to have fun. When she looks at herself, she finds only an outline, not a person; she is a woman in waiting… 

On June 5th, 2000, we started an informal school for adolescent girls who had dropped out of middle and senior school in Sevak Nagar, Jari Mari, a sprawling slum in the suburb of Kurla in Mumbai. This had been preceded by almost two years of interaction with these girls through a weekly class for teaching English. 

There were many doubts about what this would achieve. When millions are out of school, what difference does it make to educate a handful? And what will a couple of years more of schooling achieve, in any case? Apart from the fact that they will read better, know how to count. First of all, when even formal schools fail to stop children, especially girls, from dropping out, how will we even retain the handful who join in this initiative. We have practically no facilities, no trained teachers and hardly any space. 

To add to it all, the environment in which they lived made success seem all the more impossible. Jari Mari is an industrial slum. Its fortunes are linked inextricably with manufacturing. Migrants, who came from all over the country, relied on it to make their living. Most were skilled workers, who brought with them, no money, no education, only their craft. But, in the earlier days, it was enough.  For generations, the key to success in Jari Mari was learning a trade. And the earlier one started the better. So boys started out as early as ten to learn a ‘hunar’, a skill which would sustain them for a lifetime. Schools did not matter much here. And for the girls, life was even more predictable. Artisans are proud of being good providers. Being able to fend for the whole family is what differentiates them from labourers. So women were not expected to work for wages, they would, at the most, help in the family workshop. 

Now, Bombay is setting out to become a commercial and service sector city. Factories are closing down or shifting base. There is no work for the thousands who trudge from factory to factory, or wait patiently at the street corner, hoping to be hired. If you ask an economist, you may be told that communities like the one in Jari Mari, have become obsolete. But, people in Jari Mari can not be very dispassionate about economic cycles; for them, it’s the end of the only life they knew. There is opportunity now only for those who can read English, use computers or know the ins and outs of business. But the young people in Jari Mari are caught in a vicious cycle. On the one hand, it does not have enough schools. And the schools which exist are overcrowded, disorganised and impart poor quality education. On the other hand, it is hard even to stay in school because education was never part of their culture.

A general lack of need as well as opportunity for education translates into a million individual reasons for taking a girl out of school. “Her father has not found work for the last four months” or “they force you to take private tuition from the teachers”, “she looks too big”, “she picks fights”, “she was sent to the village and her name got struck off the muster”, or merely that “she can’t make it because the water comes only at two o’clock.” Often, the girls themselves oblige by failing in the 4th or 5th standard itself. “When you know that it’s all going to be over in couple of years, what difference does it make?” 
 
And yet, two years ago, when during an English class, we asked girls to write a letter to a long lost friend, each one started their mournful letter with the news that they had left school. This, from girls, who had already spent almost three or four years at home! Each letter also ended with a timid hope that this class would fill the void. Gradually, the idea emerged to build an informal school in the community. A school, which is flexible enough to meet the special needs of dropouts (who are intellectually and emotionally mature, but have very poor reading and writing skills), which is democratic and responsive to their needs and which imparts skills that prepare them for life. 

Thus, Sahyog was born. Sahyog, loosely translated, means co-operation. Named by the teacher and students themselves, it has remained true to its name, one year since its inception. It is a space where these girls come together and help each other learn. And gradually, as the initiative not only survived, but also flourished, these girls too could begin to imagine a school of their dreams…

Sahyog is, in a sense, a school without walls. Conventional schools function behind closed gates, cut off from their environs and the community around them. Within a rigid framework of rules and discipline, children not only lose their individuality, but also their connection with the world outside. Sahyog does not force the girls to make a break with their rest of their lives. Teachers know their families intimately, there is recognition of the fact that they are almost adult and have domestic responsibilities. Girls have no hesitation talking about problems at home and they are taken seriously. Where necessary teachers even intercede on their behalf. On the other hand, their parents are seen as partners, not scapegoats. The school does not summon them only to hear complaints, but mothers are an integral part of the school’s management. They participate in all important decisions of the school. They are encouraged to come and observe in the school. In the future, they will be directly involved in the teaching as well as community based activities of the school.  

Above all, we visualise Sahyog as a school for the community. It will become the focal point around which women and girls can come together. Sahyog is a means to create space and opportunity for them, which they can use for their growth and the community’s welfare.  It is an opportunity to revitalise community structures, give them new direction and, at the same time, build an institution, which will be a steady presence in the girls’ lives as they grow up... 

The following is the report of Sahyog from June 2000 to October 2001

Teaching in the school

The students of Sahyog come from a radius of about 1500 households. All of them are girls between the age of 12 and 18 years. Each has spent at least a year out of school. While the large majority of the girls are middle school dropouts (5-7th std.), there are a few who have only one or two years of education and some who dropped out of senior school (8-9th std.). Initially, we had enrolled 20 students and then had to stop admissions because there was no space for them to sit. Dropout was high in the initial phase. Almost half of these girls dropped out in the first three months. However, by October 2000, the class strength had stabilised at 13-14 students. 

The girls were at different levels due to natural differences in grasping ability, the varying number of years that they had spent out of school and because they left school at different stages. Hence, there was an unavoidable need to create divisions that pitch the teaching at different levels. 

In June 2001, we created three divisions - Primary, middle and secondary. The existing students were reallocated to the new divisions according to their performance. New admissions were also made. This year, we started out with 40 girls, of these only 4 girls have dropped out. The student strength stood at 36 (dt. 1.10.2001) No formal attempts were made to publicise the school. New students came to know about the school through the network of their peers. Sahyog has become quite famous among the adolescents in that area as well as among the community in general, giving rise to a demand for further expanding the school.

Classes are held from Monday to Saturday from 1 to 5 o’clock in the afternoon. Friday being a half day, from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. In the previous academic year, classes were engaged for 218 days between June 2000 and April 2001. Adolescent girls do have considerable domestic responsibilities. Hence, Sahyog is fairly lenient about attendance. Inspite of this, of the 13 girls who remained in school throughout the year, most had attended class for more than 70 percent of the days. 

Anusandhan Trust provides financial support to the school as well as an identity. The management of the school is in the hands of a managing committee, consisting of volunteers who have been involved in Sahyog since its inception. The day to day management of the school is done entirely by the teachers of the school. An informal committee of mothers provides support to the teachers. 

The primary aim of Sahyog is to impart a good quality education. However, education means different things to different students. While the average age of students in each division is the same, their capacities are vastly different. On the one hand, there are girls who are ready for secondary school and look forward to going to college. On the other hand, there are also sixteen year olds in Sahyog who are just learning to read and write. Sahyog stresses that each girl has the right to learn and to progress at her own pace. Because there are vast differences in achievement among girls of the same age, occasionally, feelings of inferiority did arise. This has been largely taken care of by the creation of divisions. 

For all girls, Sahyog stresses the value of education. It instills a respect for learning and tries to make the process of learning joyful and enriching. While there exist many such experiments in education, Sahyog is unique in that we aim to sustain this effort by training young local women (some of whom have taught earlier, others not) as innovative teachers who will be sensitive to the needs of this disparate group.    At the same time, we hope to integrate these students into the mainstream through the National Open School. 

Basically, the emphasis is on building a strong conceptual foundation. To enable them to learn other subjects, it is important that they have basic literacy and numeracy skills. Thus, in the primary division, maths and language (English, Hindi/Urdu and Marathi) are emphasised. Science and Social Science are taught more informally through National Book Trust storybooks and children’s literature. 

At each level, new subjects are introduced; Science and social science in the middle level, economics and home science in the secondary division. Sahyog has devised its own syllabus for the primary and middle levels. The secondary division follows the syllabus of the National Open School, which is a government run distance education programme. They award a degree, which is equivalent to the secondary school certificate. 

There are two semesters coinciding with the school year. Examinations are also held at regular intervals. However, the syllabus is planned according to the capacity of the students and there is no fixed target to be completed in every semester or year. At the time of admission, the girls are assessed and assigned to the suitable division, regardless of past school record.

All the teachers of Sahyog are local women who live within ten minutes walking distance of the school. None are qualified teachers. They belong to the first generation of women in Jari Mari to have any sort of college education. Often, there is only a difference of two or three years in age between the learners and teachers. The profile of the teachers is as follows

Farzana, (head teacher, class teacher - secondary division): First Year Bachelor of Arts (external student)
Sameena (subject teacher, secondary and middle division): Second Year Bachelor of Arts (economics) attending regular college. 
Nazia (class teacher, middle division): First Year Bachelor of Arts (psychology) attending regular college. 
Shahida (subject teacher, secondary and middle division) : Bachelor of Commerce, appearing for Company Secretary examination. 
Gazala (class teacher, primary division) passed Std. 9

None of the teachers have formal training in education. However, in co-ordination with PRATHAM (a voluntary organisation working in the field of education), they have attended several training programmes. In house training is an integral part of Sahyog functioning. In the beginning of this school year, the head teacher conducted a one hour training session every day for one month. The teachers also get the opportunity to observe her teaching. She also gives them inputs on their own teaching performance after observing them in class. There is a weekly teachers’ meeting, (attended by one of the committee members), in which all issues regarding the functioning of the school are discussed. In order to improve their own grasp of the subject, the teachers of Maths and English themselves seek individual tutoring from the more experienced senior school teachers in the vicinity. 

Inspite of the fact that a small beginning has been made, teacher training is one of the priorities of the future. We intend to institute a systematic on going training programme in collaboration with PRATHAM. 

Co-curricular activities

Apart from school subjects, craft, embroidery, cookery and home science are taught in the school. Cookery, especially, is very popular. There are plans to introduce typing instruction in the following semester. We also intend to extend the concept of home science to include skills that are needed in everyday life - using a safety stove, repairing a broken table, painting a new cupboard, fixing a fuse. Such skills will be taught in school. The instructors for these activities will be drawn from the parents of the students, most of whom are skilled workers. 

In addition to this, we also plan to introduce health as a subject in the curriculum. The objective of this is to enhance the students’ understanding of their own health. This will provide a starting point for more reflection about their environment, the problems that their community faces and strategies for change. Small community based health activities, which can be managed by the students will also be undertaken. The introduction of health in the curriculum will make learning more relevant for girls, give them vital knowledge about themselves and their environment and bring the school closer to the community.  

Life Skills

The emphasis on Sahyog is learning life skills. No doubt, conventional vocational training is important. However, we understand life skills as a broader concept. Sahyog gives the girls an opportunity to come together and learn. That experience itself is very empowering. We have tried to enrich that experience by providing an open, democratic, secular school environment. Sahyog stresses the importance of freedom and responsibility. Sahyog owes its existence to the perseverance and effort of the girls themselves. They were instrumental in the establishment of the school. The students participate in decisions about co-curricular activities, class functioning and syllabus development. They learn to articulate their opinions, to argue, to convince their friends. They are invited to all parents’ meetings and participate in the discussions. In contrast to the individualism that is fostered in schools, we stress the importance of unity and co-operation in class and encourage them to help each other. Sahyog presents the only opportunity for them to meet and befriend girls who are neither kin nor neighbours. Friendships forged in class are sustained even outside class. We have observed how they use each others’ support to negotiate with parents, or put up with resistance. Not that this is unique, but in Sahyog, we give space for them to express their problems and actively work out solutions. The process of reflection, discussion and decision-making helps them mature and learn to take responsibility for own their welfare. The unity and mutual support that they provide to each other has been the single most important reason for the drastic reduction in the dropout rate this year. Most importantly, even girls with the least social support, e.g. married girls, those are engaged in wage work, have been able to stay on in school. 

Sahyog also gives the girls an identity. The community based activities organised by the school bring them into contact with strangers; a very rare experience for them. Learning to interact with people whom they do not know gives them tremendous confidence. It also gives them an opportunity to inform the community about the school, its activities and its importance to them. Eliminating the fear of confronting the ‘outside world’ is vital education for all women and girls. We hope that through this training, these girls will be better equipped to deal with problems that they may face in their future lives. 

Facilities

Classrooms and equipment: Presently, we have rented three mezzanine rooms. Each room is large enough to seat 10-12 students comfortably. All rooms have lights and fan. Students sit on the floor. The rooms are centrally located in the slum. The rooms belong to families whom we know very well and have a responsible woman who takes a deep interest in the school (one is the mother of a student). 

Three blackboards were purchased by CEHAT for the class. We have received three typewriters as donations from individuals. 

Library: The Sahyog Class has a library of about 100 books (fiction, educational books and workbooks) in English, Hindi and Urdu. It is extensively used by the students and needs to be expanded.

Each student is charged a fee of Rs. 25 per month. However, no one is removed from school for not being able to pay. We would also like to institute a scholarship scheme henceforward. Students are provided with textbooks, and, occasionally, stationery.

Events

A visit by a guest or a function organised by the school are occasions of great excitement. Presented below is a list of the various events that marked the school year.

July 2000:The class was visited by Ms. Mrinal Pandey of Doordarshan in connection with a book that she was writing. She interacted with the students and, later, with the mothers.

August 2000: Independence Day was celebrated in the class with an audience of peers. Patriotic songs were sung and speeches were made. There was also unplanned impromptu dancing. 

November 2000: The teacher of Sahyog attended workshops for teachers organised by Bal Vividha, an annual three day programme for schools and organisations involved in education. 

November 2000:Dr. Aruna of CEHAT conducted a health check up for all the students of Sahyog and their mothers. A disturbing finding of the medical exam was that a large number of the girls are short-sighted. Many of them needed glasses. 

December 2000: The results of the school health camp indicated that eye problems may be widespread in the community. We decided to organise an eye camp in the local community hall, that would benefit not only our students but the community at large. The students and the head teacher were largely responsible for the organisation and publicity for the camp. A mobile unit of J’afri Foundation was contacted. There was an ophthalmic surgeon, who did the initial examination and referred patients to the optometrists. The camp was very well attended. About 100 people were examined in the camp. 42 persons were prescribed spectacles and were provided with the same at subsidised costs. Four of our students and the teacher also got spectacles. 

January 2001: A school trip was organised in collaboration with PRATHAM. They visited Nehru Science Centre alongwith 40 adolescents who participate in PRATHAM’s programmes in the western suburbs.

May 2001: School Party was organised. The girls came to CEHAT office. They spent about an hour learning how to use the computer (always a source of fascination). After that they had snacks and played music and danced. 

June-July 2001: The girls conducted an education survey in the lanes surrounding the class. As requested by the Anusandhan Trust, we conducted a small survey to ascertain the potential participants of the programme. We covered all children and adolescents between the age of 5 and 19 years. Approximately 300 households and 523 individuals were surveyed. This survey was conducted in the community independently by the teacher and the students. 

August 2001: Independence Day celebrations were conducted on a larger scale. There was a two hour programme of songs and elocution. The programme was attended by the families of the students and other members of the community. Dr. Anil Pilgaonkar was the chief guest.

September 2001: The students participated in a special programme organised by Jagruti Kendra, a local voluntary organisation, to celebrate the Day of the Girl Child. 


Some Glimpses of the state of education in Jari Mari

In order to examine the extent of the problem of dropout among children and adolescents in Jari Mari, we conducted a small survey in the lanes around the Sahyog Class. Approximately 300 households and exactly 523 children (5-11 years) and adolescents (12-19 years) were surveyed. It revealed many interesting, often saddening facts about the state of education in Jari Mari.

In each house, the students collected details of the educational profile of all members in the 5-19 age group. For school-goers, details about their present school/college and class were recorded. For dropouts, details about the last school and the completed educational level were recorded. The names and ages of those never enrolled were also recorded.

The problems of schooling here are twofold. On the one hand, enrollment of the children is delayed, hence, many of the younger children of school going age have never been enrolled in school. On the other hand, there is a high degree of dropout among the children. We find that 24 percent of the surveyed children beween 5 and 19 years are out of school. 53.2 percent of the non-school goers are between 5 and 14 years. There is a sudden increase in dropouts at age 15 years. An important fact to remember is that though these children are past the school going age most have not actually completed school. Where one would expect a 15 year old to be a matriculate, these 15 year olds have only completed 7th standard.  
 
Specifically, as far as the girls are concerned, we find that 25 percent of all girls between 5-19 years are out of school. In the age group that concerns Sahyog Class  (12-19 years), we find that 44 out 117 girls (38 percent) are out of school. 

Apart from the girls who are presently out of school, we find that many of the school-goers themselves are on the threshold of dropping out. Of the girls who are currently out of school, 36 percent dropped out after the 7th standard. This is quite understandable because there is no municipal secondary school in the entire area. Very few private schools also exist in the area.  Especially for those who were studying in Hindi or Urdu medium, the options are very few.

Municipal school students are more likely to drop out than others. 67 percent of the dropouts (boys and girls) were last studying in a municipal school. (49 out of 73 individuals for whom there was valid response). Among the girls, 75 percent dropped out from municipal school. (33 out of 44 dropouts). Only those who can afford private schooling can study further. This is revealed by the fact that among the current high school students (8th -10th std.), only 3 students are in municipal school, whereas 71 students are in private schools.

Potentially, the bulk of the students of Sahyog Class will be from the poorer localities of Jari Mari, because they are the ones who are most dependent on the free municipal schools. It is also in the poorer localities that we find adolescent girls who have dropped out in primary school itself and have over time become virtually illiterate. 

Although poverty is responsible for the high dropout rate, the absence of school facilities seems to be the most important factor. If there is a school, which is inexpensive, close by and sensitive, most adolescents, will want to go to school. Girls, for obvious reasons, need more support than boys do. By integrating school subjects with more vocational and life skill learning, Sahyog will not only give girls an opportunity to be in school again, it will enrich the actual learning experience. 
 Thank you

This initiative would not have survived without the goodwill and contributions of several individuals and organizations. We would like to thank…

The Anusandhan Trust which continues to finance the recurring expenditure of the school and also underwrite all occasional expenses. 
Mr Harshendra Madhiwalla who donated money towards purchase of books and stationery.
Dr. Amar Jesani who provided a scholarship to our teacher.
Dr. Sunita Bandewar who provided a scholarship to our teacher.
Mr. Manish of Hindi Granth Karyalaya, who provided a generous discount on books purchased from his bookstore. 
Comet Media Foundation who provided us with books at a discounted rate. 
Ms. Jayashree Jadhav who came to the school and taught the students songs for the Independence Day programme. 
Dr. Shailaja Shroff, J’afri Foundation, who was instrumental in the organisation of the eye camp.
Ms. Behroze Modi, who donated a typewriter to the school
Ms. Lorainne Coelho, who donated a typewriter to the school
Mr Issei, who donated a typewriter to the school. 

There are others whose goodwill and support for the initiative has been priceless...

Dr. Anil Pilgaonkar
Ms. Manisha Gupte
Ms. Roopashri Sinha
Dr. Dhruv Mankad 
Dr. Mohan Deshpande
Mr. Ajay Pilvankar, PRATHAM
The staff of CEHAT, especially Devidas, Vikas, Vijay and Madhuri. 

How Sahyog is run

Sahyog is organised as an activity of the Anusandhan Trust, which is an educational trust registered under the Bombay Public Trusts Act, 1950, (Regd.No: E-13480). The Anusandhan Trust, which consists of several eminent and experienced professionals in the field of health and education will remain a source of support and guidance to this new institution. Anusandhan Trust is the parent body of CEHAT, a well known health research organisation. Sahyog is also the outcome of the research activities of CEHAT in Jari Mari, which have been going on for the past six years. 

Sahyog began when researchers Neha and Padma were involved in a research project on women’s health in Jari Mari as staff members of CEHAT from 1998-2000. They engaged weekly classes for the girls to teach English. That initiative was taken forward by the local teachers, with the support of the mothers and the enthusiastic participation of the girls themselves. 

The Managing Committee is responsible for management of Sahyog. It consists of Ms. Neha Madhiwalla (researcher and social worker), Ms. Padma Deosthali (social worker and counselor), Ms Saramma Thomas (lawyer and accountant) and Ms. Margaret Rodrigues (IT porfessional). All of these persons provide their services voluntarily to Sahyog.

However, Sahyog needs your help as well 

You could help us in many ways. We need financial assistance, resource persons for teacher training, equipment for the school, books for the library and other educational aids. We also look forward to sharing ideas and experiences. 

Please contact us for more information

Sahyog c/o Neha Madhiwalla, B/3 Fariyas, 143 August Kranti Marg, Mumbai 400036. email mneha@vsnl.net

Donations can be made to Sahyog in the name of Anusandhan Trust; Sai Ashray, Aaram Society Road, Vakola, Santacruz (East), Mumbai 400055. Phone # 9122-6147727 

All donations are eligible for income tax exemption under Section 80G of the Income Tax Act

